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ABSTRACT
Feedback Linearization o f N on m in im u m P h ase System s and C ontrol o f
A eroelastic S y stem s and U ndersea Vehicles

by

Francis M. Chockalingam

Dr. Sahjendra N. Singh, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The thesis presents the design of feedback control systems for a class of nonmininrmm phase single input-single output nonlinear systems. The linearized system is
assumed to have one unstable zero. Since asymptotic or exact tracking of output
trajectory cannot be accomplished, an approximate output is derived by neglecting
the unstable zero. Based on the inversion of the new input-output map, a feedback
linearizing control is derived.
These results are applied to control an aeroelastic system and a small undersea
vehicle. For pitch angle control and plunge motion regulation, an inverse control
system is designed for the aeroelastic system. Simulation results are shown for the
pitch controller and the design is found to be robust to variation in the parameters.
Dive plane control of an undersea vehicle is accomplished using an inverse control law.
To attenuate the effect of the surface waves, a servocompensator has been designed.
Later, a controller is also designed using the sliding mode control technique, to make
the system more robust.
iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Output tracking control of non-minimum phase systems has been encountered in
many practical engineering applications. Some of the well-known non-minimum phase
control problems include the aircraft altitude control problem, rocket trajectory track
ing problem, tip trajectory tracking problem for flexible-link manipulators, aeroelastic
wing-rock problem, dorsal fin control led undersea vehicles, and many more.
Exact asymptotic tracking for an open set of output trajectories for a system
with internal stability requires it to have stable zero-dynamics. The control of non
minimum phase systems is a topic of active current research. One interesting approach
is the nnt.piit-rpHpfinit.inn method, whose principle is to redefine the output function
so that the resulting zero-dynamics is stable. Provided th at the new output function
is defined in such a way that, it is essentially the same as the original output function
in the frequency range of interest, exact tracking of the new output function then
also implies good tracking of the original output. The key result used to prove this
property is that, given a square, invertible, linear system with one or more real zeros,
one can construct a new output function which eliminates any subset of the real zeros
of the original system and does not add any additional zeros.
In this work, the theory that is developed for the nonlinear control of nonminimum
phase systems are applied to two m ajor problems. First, it is applied to the flutter
control problem in an aeroelastic wring. Later, the same principle is also applied to
the dive plane control of small undersea vehicles using dorsal flns.
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1.1

P ast W ork

A clear and compact summary of input-output linearization has been presented
by Hauser [1], which also discusses weakly non-minimum phase systems. The output
redefinition method was suggested by Hedrick and Gopalswamy in [2]. Sastry [3]
and, Kokotovic and Sussmann [4] further discuss the relation between stabihty of the
zero-dynamics and overall system stabihty. The nonlinear output regulation theory
developed by Isidori [6] ensures internal stabihty with asymptotic output tracking for
a class of nonlinear systems with reference trajectories generated by an exosystem.
The control law uses a feed-forward input plus feedback stabilization of certain state
trajectory. Both the feed-forward input and the state trajectory are obtained by
solving a set of nonlinear partial differential equation(PDE). The nonlinear regulator,
however, encounters the difficulty of solving a set of nonlinear PDEs. Another problem
with the nonlinear regulator is th at transient errors cannot be controUed precisely
and are usuaUy large for non-minimum phase systems. An algorithm for approximate
input-output decoupling of nonlinear MIMO systems that are either numericahy iUposed or exhibit nearly singular behavior in the apphcation of decoupling algorithms
is presented in [7]. This does not cancel the far off zeros of the open-loop system,
thereby providing reasonable gtiin.

This approach also performs an approximate

asymptotic tracking.
The notion of stable inversion and use it to develop a new approach for output
tracking control of nonminimum phase systems is introduced in [8]. In this method,
a stable but non-causal inverse is obtained off-line th at can be incorporated into a
stabilizing controller for dead-beat output tracking. Though it demonstrates the value
of stable inversion in achieving high-precision stable output tracking, the computation
of the stable inverse is fairly complicated. Grizzle [5] has proposed a method of
removing right-half plane zeros, while retaining the other zeros in their previous
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location. This principle can be used to obtain an approximate minimum phase system,
for which the exact asymptotic tracking theory can be applied.
Nonlinear aeroelastic systems have rich dynamic behavior and exhibit a variety of
phenomena including instability, limit cycle oscillation, and even chaotic vibrations
[9, 10, 11]. Flutter is an oscillatory aeroelastic instability caused by unsteady aero
dynamic loads. For flutter suppression, feedback control laws have been developed
by researchers [12, 13, 14]. In these studies, linear control theory has been used for
the design of controllers. Based on a linear deterministic autoregressive moving aver
age aeroservoelastic model, a digital adaptive controller for active flutter suppression
has been presented in [15]. Nonlinear aeroelastic models and control systems have
been developed in [15, 16, 17]. Nonlinear structural stiffiiess plays a dominant role in
causing the onset of flutter in aeroelastic systems, though nonlinearities arising from
control saturation, free play, hysteresis, structural stiffness, and stability derivatives
are encountered. In a series of interesting papers. Ko et al. have considered control
of this aeroelastic system based on feedback linearization theory [18] and adaptive
control technique [19].
Considerable research has been done in the area of modeling of underwater vehicles
[20]-[26]. Dynamic stabihty of submarines in the dive plane has been examined in
[24]. Several studies have also been made for designing control systems for submerged
vehicles [25]-[33]. Fossen [25] has considered variety of control systems including
decoupUng, sUding mode and adaptive control laws, and used these for the control
of the NEROV underwater vehicle. A self-tuning autopilot for a remotely operated
underwater vehicle has been designed in [26]. A supervisory controller for th e Jason
ROV has been described in [27]. SUding mode controUers for nonlinear vehicle models
have been presented in [25],[28]-[32]. An adaptive sUding mode control system and
a variable structure model reference control system have been designed in [32]. A
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quaternion feedback approach for the control of underwater vehicles has been provided
in [33].
In depth study of Fish morphology and locomotion [34] is in progress at the
Naval Undersea Warefare Center(NUWC), Division Newport. The hydrodynamics of
cambering fins were studied by Bandyopadhyay and co-researchers. They have de
signed dorsal fin-like control surfaces for the low-speed maneuvering using experiments
conducted on several species of fish [34]. The measurement of forces and moments
produced by the control surfaces have been done and the fiow pattern and vortices
formed have been recorded in tests performed in tow tanks and water tunnels. But
the control systems synthesis using only dorsal fins has not been yet accomplished,
although some theoretical study for vehicles with dorsal and caudal fins has been
done [35, 36].
Tracking a trajectory is an important concept used in many control system prob
lem. The next section gives a brief overview of a tracking problem with respect to
nonUnear systems.
1.2

Tracking P roblem

Generally, the tasks of control systems can be divided into two categories: stabi
lization (or regulation) and tracking (or servo). In stabilization problems, a control
system, called a stabilizer (or a regulator), is to be designed so that the state of
closed-loop system will be stabilized around an equilibrium point. Examples of stabi
lization tasks are tem perature control of refrigerators, altitude control of aircraft and
position control of robot arms. In tracking control problems, the design objective is
to construct a controller, called a tracker, so that the system o utput tracks a given
time-varying trajectory. Problems such as making an aircraft fly along a specified
path or making a robot hand draw straight lines or circles are typical tracking control
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tasks.
Normally, tracking problems are more difficult to solve than stabilization prob
lems, because in tracking problems the controller should not only keep the whole
state bounded but also drive the system output toward the desired output. However,
from a theoretical point of view, tracking design and stabilization design are often re
lated. The stabilization problems, can often be regarded as a special case of tracking
problems, with the desired trajectory being a constant.
The asymptotic tracking problem can be defined asfollows.

Given a nonlinear

dynamics system described by
X = f{ x ) + bu
y = Cx
and a desired output trajectory z^, find a control law for the input u such th at starting
from any initial state in a region 0, the tracking errors y{t) —Zr{t) go to zero, while the
whole state x remains bounded. Asymptotic tracking control always requires feed
forward actions to provide the forces necessary to make the required motion. Many
of the tracking controllers can be w ritten as a sum of feed-forward and the feedback
part. The feed-forward part intends to provide the necessary input for following the
specified motion trajectory and canceling the effects of the known disturbances. The
feedback part then stabilizes the tracking error dynamics.
Consider the polynomial X{s) = anS”^ + a n -is’^~^ 4------- +

oq.X { s ) is m onic if

On = 1 and X {s) is H urw itz if all the roots of X {s) = 0 are located in i2e[s] < 0.
Consider a system with a transfer function,

=

#

It is referred to as miniTninn p h ase if Z(s) is Hurwitz; it is referred to as stable
if i2(s) is Hurwitz.
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For non-minimiim phase systems, perfect tracking and asymptotic tracking can
not be achieved[37]. The inability of perfect tracking for a non-minimum phase linear
system has its roots in its inherent tendency of “undershooting” in its step response.
One approach is the output-redefinition method, which remains the focus of this the
sis. An approximate tracking for a nonlinear system whose linearization possesses
real right-half plane zeros is shown in [5|. The method is guaranteed to remove the
right-half plane zeros while the other zeros remain in their previous location. The
main idea is to modify the output of the nonlinear system based on a transformation
performed on the Jacobian linearization of the system. This transformation yields a
m in imum phase system whose left-half plane zeros remain in their original positions.

The key result used to prove this property is that, given a square, invertible, linear
system with one or more real zeros, one can construct a new output function which
eliminates any subset of the real zeros of the original system and does not add any
additional zeros. Moreover, the transfer matrices of the original system and the con
structed system are close for all frequencies less than the minimum of the magnitudes
of the eliminated real zeros.
Another practical approximation may be, when performing input-out linearization
using successive differentiations of the output, to simply neglect the terms containing
the input and keep differentiating the selected output a number of times equal to the
system order, so th at there is approximately no zero-dynamics. This approach can
only be meaningful if the coefficients of u at the intermediate steps are small, that is
if the systems are weakly non-m inim um phase. The approach is conceptually similar
to neglecting fast right-half plane zeros in linear systems.
Another approach to dealing with non-minimum phase systems is to modify the
plant itself. In linear systems, while poles can be placed using feedback, zeros are
intrinsic properties of the plant and the selected output, and can be changed only
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by modifying the plant or the choice of output. Similarly, in nonlinear systems, the
zero-dynamics is a property of the plant, the output, and the desired trajectory. It
can be made stable by changing the desired trajectory directly, although this is rarely
practical if the system is supposed to perform a variety of pre-specified tasks. Finally,
it can be made stable by changing the plant design itself. This may involve relocation
or addition of actuators and sensors, or modifying the physical construction of the
plant.
1.3

O bjective and th e scope o f th e thesis

The objective of the thesis is to design a feedback control system for a class of
nonminimum phase single input-single output nonlinear systems. For the design of
control systems based on inversion theory for exact or asymptotic tracking, the zero
dynamics must be stable. The zero dynamics are defined as the residual dynamics of
the system when the output is identically zero [5, 6, 37]. To overcome the obstruc
tion created by unstable zero dynamics, borrowing an idea from [5], an approximate
m inim um phase system is obtained by essentially eliminating the unstable zero from

the transfer function. A new output variable for control is derived [38] using the
linearized model of the vehicle and a new state variable representation of the vehicle
is obtained for the design of control systems. For asymptotic trajectory control, an
inverse control law is designed[39, 40, 41]. It is shown th a t in the closed loop system,
state trajectory is uniform ly bounded and the tracking error is ultimately confined to
a small set.
These techniques are applied to two systems as an illustration. First, it is applied
to an aero^astic system, where a feedback controller for the primary pitch control
is implemented. Then using the same idea the depth control of a small undersea
vehicle, under the presence of surface waves are presented. In order to attenuate these
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oscillations, a servo-compensator is designed based on the internal model principle
[42, 43].
For the depth trajectory control of the undersea vehicle, sliding mode control law
[37, 44, 45] is also designed for the continuous cambering of the dorsal fins in the
presence of seawaves. The sliding mode control law is nonlinear and discontinuous in
the state space and has an excellent insensitivity property with respect to disturbance
and param eter variations.
1.4

O rganization o f th e thesis

The thesis has been orgamized into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction.
T he derivation of a m inimum phase approximate system and a new controlled output
variable is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the design and the simulation
of the feedback controller for the aeroelastic system. The design of the dive plame
control for the small undersea vehicle is given in Chapter 4. Finally the conclusions
and the results are summarized in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

INVERSE CONTROL OF A CLASS OF NONMINIMUM PHASE SYSTEMS
2.1

Introduction

Feedback linearization technique is important for the design of control systems
for nonhnear systems. By feedback and coordinate transformation, some nonlinear
systems are transformed into Brunowsky canonical form. However, for this transfor
mation the system must satisfy some stringent conditions. Often, control systems are
designed using input-output linearization which gives only a part of the dynamics in
a linear form and the rem aining dynamics are nonhnear. The residual dynamics is
called zero dynamics.
For exact or asymptotic output trajectory tracking, the zero dynamics must be
stable. For many practical systems including aeroelastic systems and underwater
vehicles, the zero dynamics are unstable.

For such system, it is not possible to

design control systems using nonlinear inversion (input-output feedback linearization)
technique. The systems with unstable zero dynamics are called nonminimum phase
systems.
In this chapter control of a class of single input- single output nonhnear systems
are considered for which the zero dynamics are unstable. The approach is to derive
a new output variable so that the new system is minimum phase. Based on the new
system a feedback linearizing control law is derived.
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2.2

N onlinear system

Consider a class of single input-single output nonlinear systems of the form
X = A x + g{x) -I- bu
y = cx
where the state vector x €

subset of R", the input u €

(2.1)
the output y E R. The

nonlinear vector function g{x) is of order 0 {x Ÿ - The function r{x) is said to be of
order 0 { x Ÿ if
7*{x)

lim -r— r exists and is ^ 0
llzlHo 11x11
where y.y denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
The transfer function of the linear system obtained from (2.1) by setting g{x) = 0
is given by

H is) = c(sJ - A)-^b

(2.2)

where dp(s)= d e t(s/ —A), and Up(s) = c a d j(s/ —A)b.
Although, the approach of this work is applicable to systems with multiple unsta
ble zeroes, for simplicity it is assumed th at H{s) is of the form

H(s) =

ctp^s;

(2.3)

where Up(s) = rij^ (s)(s —/x), Tipi(s) is a Hurwitz polynomial and p > 0. H{s) has one
unstable zero at s = ^, it is nonminimum phase transfer function. This implies that
the nonlinear system (2.1) is also nonminimum phase.
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11
For this system an input-output feedback linearizing control cannot be derived
for the trajectory control of y[t). It is well known that in the closed-loop system in
cluding a feedback linearizing control law, for output trajectory tracking, the residual
dynamics (zero-error dynamics) are unstable and when the trajectory evolves on the
zero-error manifold, the states associated with the zero dynamics diverge [6].
Now in order to obtain tracking with internal stabihty in the closed-loop system,
an approximate transfer function is considered which possesses only stable zero. The
approximate transfer function f f a { s ) is chosen as

^ ^ (1 - ^)dp(s)
dp(5)
^ ^
In the new transfer function stable zeros and all the poles of H{s) are retained
and it is a minimum phase transfer function.
2.3

R e d e fin in g O u tp u t V a ria b le

Now a new state-space representation of system (2.1) is obtained. In view of the
transfer functions in (2.3) and (2.4), there exists a row vector C such that

ffa(s) = C ( s l - A)-^b =

(2.5)

dp(s)

where A and 6 are given in (2.1).
Let the numerator polynomial of ffa(s) be

^ a ( s ) = Ç n -r S ’*~^ +

4---- +

4" Ço

(2-6)

for some realnumbers g<, where r is the relative degree of Ha(s).
L em m a 2.1 Suppose that the m atrix pair (A, b) is controllable and the relative degree
of Ha{s) is r. Then there exists a row-vector C and a m atrix L such that
c = [Oxx(r-l), ?n-r, • • • ,
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(2.7)

12
such that ffa{s) = C{sl — A)~^b.
P ro o f: Since

is of relative degree r, one has
CA^b =
CA^-^h

0, k = 0 ,1 ,..., r —2
0

(2.8)

In view of (2.8), the numerator polynomial of Ha cam be written as [38]

nais)

=

( s ” - "

+

-h (s”

”

+

O n - i s " - ’- - '

-h O r i - l S ”

+

+

*" ^ - f - O n - 2S ”

• • • +

ar)CA^~^b

^ + •••

O r + l ) ^ A ’’6

+ Clr^-iS^-^-^ + 0„_25"“’- ' ‘ + • • • + ar+2)CA^^^b

+ - • • + (s + aa-i)C A ^~ H + CA^-^b

(2.9)

if
dpis) = s ” + On—iS" ^ + • • • + OiS + Oq
Equating the coefficients of s’, i = n —r , . . . , 0, in (2.9) and (2.6), one obtains

C A ’- ^ b

=

C L r + lb = q n -r

C ( a n - l A ’- ^ + A ’-)6

=

C L r+ 2 b = q n - r - l

û(<ln—zA” ^ + On—lA” + A*^^^)6 =

CLr+zb — qn—i—2
(2.10)

CicLy+iA!' ^ + dr+zA'*’ • • • + A” ^)6 =
C(arA’*~^ + ar+iA"^ • • • + Oti-iA” ^-f-A„-i)6 =

CLfi—ib = qi
CLnb = qo

Using (2.8) and (2.11), one has

CL = Q
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where Q — [ O i x ( r — i ) » Qn~r, • • •, go]» L ~ [Lx, - ■• ,

and

L i+ i = CA*6, i = 0,1,..., r — 2

(2.12)

and the remaining elements of L are defined in (2.11). Since the matrix pair (A, b) is
controllable, in view of the form of L, it is nonsingular and solving (2.11) gives
C = QL~^
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Now a new controlled output variable can be defined as
ya = C x

(2.13)

associated with the nonlinear system (2.1). For g{x) = 0,
Yais) = C [sl - A)-^bU =

(2.14)

In view of (2.3), (2.5) and (2.14), it follows th at
y (s) = - i ( s - / i ) r a ( s )

(2.15)

y{t) = Voit) - ^ÿ a it)

(2 -16 )

which implies that

Thus if ya{t) and ÿa{t) -> 0, then y{t) also converges to zero as t -t- oo. Now it
will be useful to obtain a normal form representation of system (2.1) using the new
output equation (2.13).
2.4

N orm al Form R epresentation and Inverse Control

It is interesting to obtain a normal form representation of the nonlinear system
which is useful for stability analysis and the design of an inverse control system. Lie
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derivatives of a function a(x ) with respect to the vector field /(x ) are defined as
L ,(a ){x)

=

£}{a)(x) =
L iL )(a )(x)

=

^ /(x )
L ,{ L f\a ))(x )

(2.17)

-^ ^ 6

where
(2.18)

/(x ) = Ax + g(x)
Consider nonlinear functions
01

C x = ya

=

0k =
Define function

oti{x)

L*“ HCx)(x), fc = 2 , . . . , r

(2.19)

recursively as

a o (x )

=

0

a k + i(x )

=

Cg{x) + Lf{ak){x), k =

(2.20)

Then in view of (2.18), one has (fc = 0 , . . . , r —1)
(2 .21)

0fe+l = CA*X + Qfc(x)
where Qfc(x) is of order 0(x)^.

Define $ = [0 1 , 0 2 , . . . , 0r]^- The differential 00 of 0 evaluated at x = 0 gives.
r

1

dx
■

00(0) =
L

ÔI

J

C
CA
■

= Afo

( 2 . 22 )

CA"--^

In view of (2.8), the rows of M q are independent. Thus r x n m atrix 00(0) has rank r.
This implies that 0,- (i = 1 , 2 , . .. ,k) are independent functions in the neighborhood
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of X = 0. According to (2.8), the vectors C A '{i = 0 , 1 , . . . , r —2) are orthogonal to b.
Therefore, there exists a row-vector(u —r) x n matrix Cq such th a t
(2.23)

Cob = 0

and the rows of M q and C q are independent (the computation of C q is not necessary
for controller synthesis). Let
T]{x) = C

(2.24)

q x , t)

Define new coordinates (C,^), by
"6

.

■

&
n

■

M ^)

'

.

.

r]{x)

(2.25)

= $(x)

0r(x)
.

where ( = (^i,...,^r)^The Jacobian matrix d ^{x ) evaluated at x = 0 is given by
C
d$(0) =

(2.26)

_

CA^-^
Cq

Since rank of d$(x) at x = 0 is n, the transformation $ : x

[<pi,.. ■, ( p r , is a

local diffeomorphism in the neighborhood x = 0.
A representation of the nonlinear system in the normal form in (^, 77) coordinates
can be obtained [6]. Differentiating

gives

& = Lf(Cx)(x)
& = L){Cx){x) + Li,{ai){x)u
=
& =
77

=

+ Lb(o!k_i)(x)u, t = 1 , . . . , r - 1
L}(C'x)(x) + [L5(a,_i)(x)]u + CA"-^6ti
Z //(C o x )(x )
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Using X = $

($, 77), one writes (2.28) in the m atrix notation as
(2
(3

&
=

+

0

u

(2.28)

a '(^ , 7 ) +^ *(6 n)u
%((,7)

&
V ^

where 0 H ^i’V) is substituted for x.

The r vector function

a* =

L}(Cx)(x)

b- =

L(,{ar-i){x) + C A -^ b

qo =

CqAx + Co^(x)

(2.29)

is given by
0
Lb{ai){x)

(2.30)

=
. Lb{0tr-l){x)
It can be noted th a t V'uW is of order 0(Ç, 77, u)^.
For small values of

77,

and u, function

can be neglected to obtain an

approximate representation of the nonlinear system as
&

6
^3
(2.31)

&
V7 y

% ((, v)

For a nonlinear system relative degree is defined to be the smallest order k of the
derivative of the output such th a t the input appears explicitly for the first time. The
approximate system (2.31) with output

has relative degree r, but the relative degree

of the true system (2.28) is not well defined a t x = 0 , since ^u(O) = 0 but V'u(a^) is
not zero in the neighborhood of x = 0 .
Suppose th a t 7/7^ = 0, i = 2 , . . . , 1 - 1, and V'u/ # 0 . It is of interest to derive an
inverse control law for the system (2.28) which requires the inverse of the function
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Such an inverse control law for the control of Za =

will require infinitely large

control magnitude as x tends to zero. To overcome this difficulty, we shall derive an
inverse control law based on the approximate nonlinear system (2.31).
In view of (2.30), at x = 0, 6* = CA''~^b ^ 0, therefore, in the neighborhood of
the origin b*{^, rj) is nonzero and its inverse exists.
In view of (2.31), an inverse control law u =
= (»'((. '7))-‘[ - “’ (Ç. ?) + f
where p,- > 0,

is obtained which is of the form
- P rir

P l6]

(2-32)

is the reference trajectory to be tracked and
it = & -

*= T

• • -, r

(2.33)

Substituting the controllaw (2.32) in (2.31), the row of (2.31) gives
ir

+ P rir H---- b P ill

Noting from (2.33) that |k+i = I t, (2.34)
ir^ + P rli’^
where | P =

= 0

(2.34)

gives
H

+ P 1I 1 = 0

(2.35)

The characteristic polynomial II(s) associated with (2.35) is given

by

n(s) =

(s’- + Prs"-^ + • • • + Pi)

(2.36)

The coefficients pi of II are chosen such th at it is a Hurwitz polynomial, th a t is, the
roots of

n(s) =

0 have negative real parts.

For a choice of Hurwitz polynomial II(s), it follows that the system (2.36) is
exponentially stable and | i = (p@ — Zr) tends towards zero exponentially and the
output asymptotically tracks the reference trajectory Zp. Furthermore, for Zp chosen
for a set point control such th at Zp —>■z*, a constant and the derivatives of Zp(t) tend
to zero, (ÿa(^),ÿa(t))

(z", 0) as É ->• 00 and from (2.16) it follows th at
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y{t) = iVait) -

->• ya(t) ->• z;

Thus for the approximate system (2.31), the inverse control law accomplishes output
trajectory control to a desired value and follows the reference path Zr{t) accurately.
Since the transfer function Ha{s) is minimum phase, it follows that the equilibrium
point 77 = 0 of the system
7 = %(0,7)

(2.37)

is exponentially stable. This implies that the trajectory of
(2.38)

7 = 7o((,7)

remains bounded as ^ evolves in a small neighborhood of the origin. Thus the inverse
control accomplishes tracking with local internal stability in the closed-loop system.
For the actual system (2.28) with the control law (2.35), gives

(i)-

+

0

0

Qoii +

7)

Zr,T],u)
0

+

(2.39)

where Zp = [zp, ip ,. . . , z^)]^, tpc = V'u«ip c ii +

Ac =

Z p , 77,

u)

0
0

0

1

=

ip r iii +

0
1

Zp, T])U
0
0

(2.40)

~Pl —P2 —PZ • • • —Pr .
It is interesting to examine the tracking ability of the controller (2.32) when it is
synthesized for the original system (2.1). It is reasonable to expect that the inverse
control system will have accurate trajectory following capability as long as the state
trajectory remains in a small neighborhood of the origin. Indeed, the following result
can be stated relating the system (2.1).
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T h e o re m 2.1 ; Consider the closed-loop system (2.39) which represents the system
(2.1) including the inverse control law (2.32). Suppose that the reference trajectory Zr
and its derivatives are sufficiently small, then the closed-loop system has the following
properties,
P i : There exists a neighborhood Ut of x = 0 such that the trajectory beginning in
Ut are bounded.
P 2 : For Zr(t) = 0, the equilibrium point (Ç, 7 ) = 0 zs exponentially stable.

P ro o f:
The proof is based on the Lyapunov theory and follows the steps outlined in a
related problem of approximate linearization treated in [1]. First we note th at since Ac
is a stable matrix, there exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P which satisfies
the Lyapunov equation

A lP + PAc = - I

(2-41)

where I is the identity matrix.
Furthermore, since the zero dynamics is exponentially stable, by the converse
theorem of Lyapunov, there exists a Lyapunov function for the system [46]

7

= 7o(0,7)

(2.42)

satisfying
fcil7p < ^ 1( 7 ) < *2171
ay
-5 —90(0 , 7 ) < —kz\r]f
dv
drj

< *4|7|
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for some positive constants ki{i= 1 , . . . , 4).
To establish stability result, consider a positive definite composite Lyapunov func
tion

V ( lr i) = i^ P i+ X V ,( r ,]

(2.44)

where A > 0 is an appropriate constant to be determined later.
Then the derivative of V along the solution of (2.44) is given by

V

= f ( f Ac + Ac? ) | + 2 f f Vc 4- ^ 9 o ( ( , 7)
dr]

=
Since

(2.45)

“ ll^ll^ —*al7p + + -^ [g o (^ , 7 ) —9o(0,7)]

u) and Uc(x, Zr) are locally Lipschitz in x and t/'c dependslinearly on

u and it follows that for some

and

M x ,Z p )| < M I N I + 6 p)

(2.46)

||PV’c(a;,u)ll < fc,frjlxl||u|

(2.47)

where it is assumed th at ||Zr|| < 6r- Since (^, 7 ) is a local diffeomorphism of x, for
some fcx,
11x11 < ||x ||

Since 7o(^, 7) is Lipschitz in

<

* ,ll(f,7 )" 'll

^

*c(l|lll + 6r + I7 I)

(2.48)

for some t ,, one has

l 9 o ( e , 7 ) - 9 o ( 0 , 7 )1

< * ,1 1 ^ 1 1

< * , ( 1 1 1 1 1 +

M

(2.49)

Using (2.46) to (2.49) in (2.46), and using the steps outlined in [1], it can be simi
larly shown th at for sufficiently small

(j = 0 ,1 ,..., 3), there exists a neighborhood
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Ue of origin X = 0(z.e.||x(| < e) in which the derivative of V along the trajectory of
the closed-loop system (2.39) satisfies

^<

“ C illlll^ — C2 I7 P + * v C s ( Z r )

(2 .5 0 )

for some C» > 0 and where (3 — 0 , as ||&.|| tends to zero. This shows th a t for Ç and 7
in a small neighborhood of (Ç, 7 ) = 0 , V" < 0 and therefore the trajectory beginning
in [ft (^, 7 ) is uniformly bounded and it is ultimately confined in a small ball around
the origin. Note that size of this ball can be made sufficiently small if

is

chosen small enough. Since the proof can be completed following [1], the details are
not provided here.
For proving property P2, it can be noted th at for Zp = 0, the function V'c in
(2.39) simplifies to ‘ipc = [0, t^u(^, 7 )n, 0,0]^, and one has u = « (( , 7 ). The function
is of order 0(^,7)^. One notes th at the linearized system about the
origin obtained from (2.39) is exponentially stable since A c is a stable m atrix and th a t
the zero dynamics is exponentially stable since the transfer function Ha is minimum
phase. Then exponential stability of (^, 7 ) = 0 follows easily since the perturbation
functions t/’c and

cqq are

of order 0 (^, 7 )^ [46].

R e m a rk 2.1 A special class of systems of interest is that for which rpa = 0. In this
case, the nonlinear system and the linearized system have the same relative degree.
For such systems in the closed-loop system, one has
|= A c |

(2 .5 1 )

Thus as long as the trajectory of the zero-error dynamics are bounded, Ç{t) —»■0 for
any

Zp

and initial condition ^(0 ) as t —>■0 0 .
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2.5

Sum m ary

A method by which the output can be redefined for constructing an approxi
mate m inim um phase system for general nonlinear nonminimum phase system was
explained in this chapter. Later using the modified output, the inverse controller
design for the general nonlinear system is also presented. Further, the asymptotic
stability and the boundedness of the control input was proved using the Lyapunov
approach. In the next chapter, the same approach is applied for the control of flutter
in an aeroelastic system.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTROL OF AN AEROELASTIC SYSTEM
3.1

In tro d u c tio n

Aeroelasticity is concerned with the interaction among inertial, elastic and aerody
namic forces. Aeroelastic phenomena significantly affect the stability and control per
formance of aerospace vehicle. Flutter is an oscillatory aeroelastic instability caused
by unsteady aerodynamic loads.
In this chapter a control design is presented for the control of a nonlinear aeroelas
tic system. Interestingly, the linear transfer function relating the pitch angle and the
control input is nonminimum phase. The theory developed in the previous chapter
is applied and a control law is designed for the control of the pitch angle and the
regulation of the plunge displacement.
3.2

A e ro e la stic M odel

This section gives the equations of motion for the aeroelastic model. Consider the
prototypical aeroelastic wing section as shown in Fig. 3.1. The governing equations
of motion are given by [18]
TTtX^b
m
mxab
4
+

■

■h ■
<5

h

0

0

*a(a)

.

■h ■
a

Ch 0 ■ ■ h ■
0 C
à
q

-L
M

(3.1)

where h is the plunge displacement and a is the pitch angle. In equation (3.1), m
is the mass of the wing; c@ and Ch are the pitch and plunge damping coefficients,
23
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pitch
U

pitch

c- 2 *b

midchoid

elastic axis

beta

Figure 3.1: Aeroelastic model
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respectively; and M and L are the aerodynamic lift and moment. The input 0 is the
control surface deflection. It is assumed that the quasi-steady aerodynamic force and
moment are of the form
L = pU^bcic,[a + {h/U) + { ^ - a ) b { â / U ) ] + pUHci00
M
where

(3.2)

= pU ^b^(^[a + {h/U) + {^-a)b{à/U)]+pU^b'^Cm00

and Cma are the lift and moment coefficient; and Ci^, Cmp are control coeffi

cients. The nonlinear stiflhiess t@(a) is such th a t
(3.3)

aka(a) = afcoo - fcna(ot)

where kao is a constant and kna{ot) is the non linear part of aka- The trajectories of
system (3.1) in a bounded region Q C if* surrounding the origin will be of considerable
interest. The nonlinear stiffiiess term k d a ) is obtained by curve fitting the measured
displacement-moment d ata for a nonlinear spring as [17]
fc„(a) = 2.82(1 - 22.1a -t- 1315.5a^ - 8580a^ -t- 17289.7a'*)
Defining the state variable x = {h, a , h, â )^ , one obtains a representation of (3.1)
in the form
x = A x g ( a ) + bu

(3.4)

where
A=

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

—ki
— Ats

5(a) =

0
0
-m x a b /d
m /d

—

-F

2 . 8 2 ( — T TiXfxbfd)')

-( f c 4 C /^ -l- 2 .8 2 (m /d ) )

- Cl
-C

3

■

- C

2

-C

4

.

(2.82)(-22.1ai -f- 1315.5a| - 8580a| 4- 17289.7a|)

b=

0 1
0
53
L 54
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The system variables are given by
d

=

m { I a — mxl^b^)

fci

=

I J c h /d

^2

=

(laPbCia + m x J )^ p C m a )/d

=

—m x jb k f^ fd

A:4

=

{-m X a b ^ p c ia - m pb^ C m a)ld

Cl

=

[4 (C h + p u b c ia ) + m X apU b^ C m a\/d

C2

=

[la p U b ^ C ia i^ - a ) - m XabCa 4" m X a p U b ‘*‘Cma{]^ - o ) \ / d

C3

=

{ —mXabCh — mXapUb^Cia — m p U b ^ C m a )/d

C4

=

[mCa - rn X a p U b ^ cia {^ - a ) - m p U b ^ C m a i^ - a ) ] /d

53

=

{ - l a p b c i p - rnxJ)^pCm 0 ) / d

54

=

{mXab'^pcip 4- mpb^Crn0 ) / d

(3.5)

Consider a reference trajectory Zr which is a prescribed pitch angle trajectory
am

converging to zero. It is of interest to derive a controller so that

a

tracks

am

asymptotically, and in the closed-loop system the state vector (h, a, h, dt)^ converges
to zero

as t - y oo.

Here T denotes transposition. The above nonlinear model will

be very useful in getting the transfer function as well as for the simulation of the
controller.
3.3

Input-O utput R epresentations

The transfer function relating the flap deflection 0 , which is the input and the
pitch angle a which is the output, is derived in this section. The linearized system
(3.1) can be written using (3.3)

( ' ) = ( ^

)
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where s denotes the Laplace variable or the differential operator, the elements of the
2 x 2 m atrix D = (d,j) are
d ll

=

-F {ch + p U b c ia ) s -F

di 2

= mxabs^ -F pUb^cia{0.5 — a)s + pU'bcia

d^i

= m X a b s ^ — pUh^CmaS

d.22

= l a S ^ -F [Ca - p U b ^ C m a { 0 - ^ ~ a )]s + k a o ~ p U % '^ C m a

(3.7)

Solving (3.6) for a , gives
a = (d2i(s)Q^ -F d i i { s ) b C r n 0 ) ^ ~ ^ { s ) p b U ‘^ 0

where A(s) = dudaz

(3.8)

This input-output representation for a is useful for the

design of controller.
The input (^d)-output (a) representation obtained from (3.8) can be written as
a

= Gp{s)0

(3.9)

where the transfer functions Gp is given by
Gp

=

[Tn{XaCi0 + C m0)s‘^ + {C m p { C h + p U b C ia ) - pUbCmaCl0)s

+khCm0]pb'^U‘^[m{Ia - m b‘^ x‘^a)Rp]~^

where
.

_

{ X g C ip -F C m 0 ) p b ‘^ U ^

(/a - m b ^ x l )

Here Zp{s) and Rp{s) are monic polynomials given by
Zp(s) =
Rp(s)

-F fcis -F

kos

= (dn(s)d22 (a) - di2i3)d2i{s))[m{Ia - mb'^xl)]~^
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where
=

[Cm0{Ch + pUbCia) - pU bC m aC w l/kd

ko

— kfiCfjiff/kd

kd

— Tn{^X(xCl0 4" Cm^)

For the chosen parameters,
Zp{s) = {s - p i ) { s P 2 )

(3.11)

where fj,i, p,2 > 0. Thus the transfer function Gp is nonminimum phase.
3.4

R edefining O utput

For the design of control system, an output variable ya =

is chosen and the

corresponding new transfer function is given by

/T /
^

kp{S - fMl){S + 1X2 ) _ -Pl kpj s + P2 )
(1 Ap(a)

/q
^ ^

Let
ya = Cx
The com putation of the row vector is easily done using Lemma 2.1 of the previous
chapter. It can be noted that for the linear system, the new transfer function has
relative degree 3.
Now a state space representation of system(3.4) is obtained. In view of the transfer
functions (3.11) and (3.12), it follows th at there exists a row vector C G

such that

[47|,
- A )-'» =

dp(s)

where A and b are as defined in (3.4).
The row vector C can be obtained using the following result.
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L em m a 3.1 ; For the controllable system (3.4), there exists a unique row-vector C
C = -pikp[0,Q,l,ijL2]L;^

( 3 . 14 )

such that Ga(s) = C ( s / — A ) ~ ' 6 , where
Lc

= [6, Ab, A%. m^A% 4- A^b]

( 3 . 15 )

where
de t{ s l — A) =

4- mos^ + m i 5 + m o.

-t-

P ro o f: Using the result of [38j, it can be shown that the transfer function given in
(3.13) can be expanded as
G a { s ) = [(s^ +

m^s^ 4- m g s 4- m \)C b + (s^ 4- m^s 4- m 2 )CAb

+{s + m3)CA^b + CAH]/dp{s)
where

(3.16)

are the coefficients of dp(s) given in (3.11).

Since G^is) has relative degree (the difference in degrees of the denominator and
numerator polynomials of Ga) 3 according to (3.12), in view of (3.16), one must have
Cb

=0

CAb

=0

CA^b

# 0

(3.17)

Now comparing the remaining term s of (3.13) and (3.16), gives
CA^b =
m^CA^bCA^b

=

—p\kp
—kp/j,ifj,2

(3.18)

Using (3.18), (3.18) and the definition of Lc in (3.15), one has
CLc = [0,0, —fjLikp, —piP2kp]
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The system (3.4) is controllable, therefore Lc is nonsingular and there exists a unique
solution of (3.4) given by (3.14).
Now a new controlled output variable can be defined as
Zq = ûa = C x

(3.20)

associated with the nonlinear system (3.4). One has
Z.(s) = C (s / - A)-* 6U =

dp{s)

(3.21)

In view of (3.11 ),(3.12), and (3.21), it follows th at
Z(s) = - — {s - pi)Za{s)
Ml

(3.22)

a{t) = 0(1 ( t ) ------ 0g(t)
Ml

(3.23)

which implies that

Now it will be useful to obtain a new representation of system (3.4).
3.5

Inverse C ontrol Law

A normal form representation of the nonlinear system which is useful for stability
analysis and the design of an inverse control system can be obtained as discussed
in Section 2.4. The same approach has been used for this system also, which has a
relative degree 3. Lie derivatives of a function a(x) with respect to the vector field
f{x) are defined as in (2.18).
Consider nonlinear functions
(pl = Cx = Qa
=

Lf{Cx){x)

03 =

Lj (Cx)(x)

02

The nonlinear function f {x) is defined as
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/(x ) = A x + g{x)

(3.25)

where g(x) are of order 0 (x)^.
In view of (3.25), one has
02

=

C A x + Lg(Cx)

03

=

C A ^ x + CAg{x) + L f L g { C x )

(3.26)

where L g { C x ) and L f L g { C x ) are of order 0(x)^.
Define <&= [0i, 0 2 , 03 ]^- The differential

d$(0) =

of 0 evaluated at x = 0 gives.

d<t>i(o) ■
a<^o)
a^o)

C
CA

(3.27)

CA^

dx

The 3 x 4 m atrix d$(0) has rank 3 in view of (3.18). This implies that 0, (i=l,2,3)
are independent functions in the neighborhood of x = 0. According to (3.18), the
vectors C and C A are orthogonal to b. Therefore, there exists a row-vector Cq such
that Cob = 0 and C, CA, CA^ and Co are independent (the computation of Cq is not
necessary for controller synthesis). Let t]{x ) =

C qx.

Define new coordinates, ($, 77),

by

[■66

1]

[r 0Mi(ar)
x) ■
1

(2

02 w
M x)

^3
. n .

.

l(x)

(3.28)

= $(x)
.

The Jacobian matrix d$(x) evaluated at x = 0 is given by

d$(0) =

C
CA
CA 2
Co

Since rank of d0 (x) at x = 0 is 4, the transformation $ : x

(3.29)

[0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , 5 F ^ ^ local

diffeomorphism in the neighborhood x = 0 .
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A representation of the nonlinear system in the normal form in {^,q) coordinates
can be obtained [6 ]. Differentiating

gives

& =

Lf{Cx)(x) = ^2

& =

Ly{Cx)(x) = ^3

6

=

f] =

(3.30)

Lj{Cx){x) -F [LbLj{Cx){x)]u
LfiCox){x)
(3.31)

Using X = ^~*(<^, ??), <f = [6 7 ^2 , 6 ]^. one writes (3.31) in the matrix notation as
r

(2

1

^3

&
&
< p )

(3.32)

%(^,P)

where $ " * (^ , 5 ) is substituted for x,
a* =

Lj(Cx)(x)

6* =

LbL}(Cx){x)

(3.33)

qo = CqA x -F Co^(x)

(3.34)
The system (3.32) with output

has relative degree 3.

It can be verified that
b* = CA ^b -F [— {CAg -F Lf{Cg{x)))]b

At

X

= 0,

6*

= CA^b i=- 0, therefore, in the neighborhood of the origin b*{^,r]) is

nonzero and its inverse exists.
In view of (3.32), an inverse control law u = i4i„„ is obtained which is of the form
Uinv =

{b*{^,T]))~^[—a*{^,T])+zl^'^—p z i^ 3 — ^ ) - P 2 i ^ 2 - ^ )

~Pl(^l — Xr) —Po^a]
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where

is a reference pitch angle trajectory, p, > 0 and
is =

—Zr

(3.36)

The integral feedback is introduced here in order to obtain robustness in the control
system. Define for i = 1,2,3,
=

(3.37)

Substituting the control law (3.35) in (3.32), the third row of (3.32) gives
& + P3& + P2I 2 + P il + PqXs = 0
Noting from (3.37) that & = &, & =
11'^ +
where

(3.38)

differentiating (3.38) once, gives

+ P2^ P +

+ Poll = 0

(3.39)

The characteristic polynomial Il(s) associated with (3.39) is given

by
n (s) = (s'*-Fpss^+P 2 + 5 ^ + P i5 + P o )

(3.40)

The coefficients pi of II are chosen such th at it is a Hurwitz polynomial, that is, the
roots of n(s) = 0 have negative real parts.
For a choice of Hurwitz polynomial II(s), it follows that the system (3.39) is
exponentially stable and

= (a^ — Zr) tends towards zero exponentially and the

output asymptotically tracks the reference trajectory Zr- Furthermore, for Zr chosen
for a set point control such that z^ ->■ 0, a constant and the derivatives of Zr{t) tend
to zero, (aa{t),âa(t)) —> (0,0) as f ->• 00 and from (3.23) it follows th a t

a ( f )

=

( 0 ! a ( f ) ----------- < i o ( t ) )

- 4

Ota(t)

- 4

0

Ml

Thus for the approximate system (3.32), the inverse control law accomplishes control
of pitch angle to a desired value and follows the reference path Zr{t) accurately.
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Since the transfer function (3.12) is minimum phase, it follows th at the equilibrium
point T] = 0 of the system is exponentially stable. This implies that the trajectory of
( 3 .4 1 )

remains bounded as Ç evolves in a small neighborhood of the origin. Thus the inverse
control accomplishes tracking with local internal stability in the closed-loop system.
For the system (3.32) with the control law (3.39), gives
0
qo(^ 4 Zr, q)

0

where

Zr =

[Zr,Zr,

Ac

=

(3.42)

ZrF, Zr = [Z^,
0

1 0

0

0

—Pl

1

~P2

0
1

0

—PZ

—PO

0

0

0

(3.43)

According to Remark 2.1, it follows that the closed-loop system (3.42) is asymptoti
cally stable if 2r = 0 , since the zero dynamics is exponentially stable.
Theorem 2.1 provides a sufficient condition for the boundedness of trajectory. In
fact, simulation results which will be presented later shows that even in the presence
of parameter uncertainty, the tracking error (oa —Zr) tends to zero and bounded
tracking error is obtained. The property (P2) implies that the inverse controller
accomplishes regulation of the trajectory to the origin exponentially when z^ = 0 .
3.6

Sim ulation R esults

This section presents the results of the digital simulation of the controller designed
in this chapter. The system parameters to be used are as follows [18].

b = 0.135771
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span

0 .6 m

kh =

2844.4N/m

Ch

=

TI AZNs / m

Ca

=

0.036iVs

P =

l.22Akglm^

Cla = 6.28

(3.44)

Cma = 3.358
Cl0 =
Cm0 =

(0.5 -h a)cta
-0.635

m

=

12.387Kp

la

=

0.065

Teg

z= 0.0873 - (6 4- ab)

Xa =

T cg /b

The equations of motion (3.1) and in turn the state model (3.4) are dependent on
the freestream velocity U and also on the elastic axis location a. The controller was
designed U = 15m/s and a = —0 .6 . The simulations were also done considering some
variations in the velocity U. The initial conditions for the simulations were chosen as
a = O .lrad and y = 0.01m. For the chosen system parameters, the poles and zeros
of the transfer function relating the flap deflection /)( input) and the pitch a (output)
are as follows. Poles are at 3.2142 ± 12.2890Î,-5.2514± 11.7595Î. The zeros are given
by Pl = 32.4594 and pz = 23.2386, where /xi is an unstable zero. The gain of the
transfer function kp = 0.0842.
The open loop response of the system is as shown in Fig. 3.2. As discussed in
[18], pp p, which is the case with the open loop response shown below.
T h e d e s ig n o f th e c o n tr o lle r w a s d o n e u s in g M a t l a b a n d th e s im u la tio n w a s d o n e
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-0.005

-0.015

Figure 3.2: Open loop response:(a) pitch, (b) plunge
using

SiM U LiN K .

The block diagram of the closed-loop controller for the pitch angle

is as shown in Fig. 3.3.
A fourth order smooth reference trajectory generator was used to produce the
command trajectory

as the third derivative of Zr is required for the controller. The

command generator is of the form
(s -h

= 0

where Ac > 0 is appropriately chosen to obtain desirable reference trajectories. The
inverse controller gain are chosen as ps = 4.2, pi = —19.2, pi = 16. The integrator
was not used in the feedback to simplify the simulation.
Define the tracking error for the pitch variable as z^ =■ z — Zr =■ ex. — Of. Let z^m,
and 0m be the maximum magnitudes of Zg, and the flap deflection 0, respectively.
3.6.1

Pitch control: nominal system

The complete nom in a l closed-loop system (3.4) was simulated. The Ac of the
command generator was chosen to be 5. The responses are as shown in Fig. 3.4. A
smooth control of the pitch can be observed in about 2 seconds.
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X’ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du

y=Cx

rn

r#" y
out

Plant
plunge
Mux

Demux

Controller
Mux
controller

M 1X1

Demux

f *Q

Mux
cmd oeoJ

beta
time

1/1^

error

Gain

Ctrl, inp

ref. cmd

Figure 3.3: Simulation of the Pitch controller
The maximum tracking error is Zgrn = 0.122rad = 7°. The maximum flap deflec
tion Pm = O.Srad = 28.6°. It can be noted th at both pitch as well as the plunge
settles to zero in about 3 seconds.
Simulation was also done for the model as in Fig. 3.4, but higher flow velocity
U = 20m /s was assumed. The poles and zeros of the transfer function relating
the flap deflection

input) and the pitch a (output) are as follows. Poles are at

6.0565± 12.5209î,—8.1878± H.3185i. The zeros are given by fj,i = 32.8394 and fj.2 =
22.9698, where /xi is an unstable zero. The gain of the transfer function kp = 0.0842.
Selected responses are shown in Fig. 3.5. A larger control input is required in this
case. The maximum required flap deflection is Pm = 0.8rad = 45°. The maximum
tracking error z^m = 0.06rod = 3.4°.
The variation of the location of the zeros with the variation in the midchord
distance from the elastic axis is shown in [18]. It is seen that for a value of a >
—0.55, there are stable zeros. Thus for these cases, the modification of the output
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results of the Pitch controller with nominal parameters and
with U — 15m/s
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results of the Pitch controller with nominal parameters and
with U = 2Qmfs
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variable is unnecessary as the system is minimum phase. The poles and zeros of the
transfer function relating the flap deflection /)(input) and the pitch «(output) are
as follows. Poles are at —3.9502 ± 11.1459%,2.0383 ± 11.1434%. The zeros are given
by Hi = 124.5477 and fj-2 = 46.0802, where hi is an unstable zero. The gain of the
transfer function kp = 0 .0 1 0 1 .The responses for the system with a slight variation in
the midchord distance a is shown in Fig. 3.6. U = 15m/s and a = —0.55 was chosen.
The maximum required flap deflection is Prn = O.brad = 28°. The maximum tracking
error

= 0.04rod = 2.3°.

0.15
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0.1

0.005

a>

^ 0.05
t

-0.005
-0.05

-

10

0.01

t(sec)

t (sec)
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(b)

0.4
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— 02

0.04
0.02

-0.4
-

-

0.6

10

0.02

-0.04
t(sec)

t(sec)
(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: Simulation results of the Pitch controller with nominal parameters and
with U = 15m /s and a = —0.55
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3.6.2

Pitch Controhoff-nominal system

In order to examine the robustness of control system, the ciosed-loop system was
simulated with variation of ±25% in the aeroelastic system parameters. The ini
tial conditions were chosen the same as in the previous cases. The flow velocity
U = 15m/s and the midchord axis distance a = —0.6. Selected responses for +25%
parameter perturbations are shown in Fig. 3.7. Though the plunge response con
verged in about 2 seconds, the pitch response took a longer time(7 seconds). The
maximum required flap deflection is 0m = 0.9rod = 51.5°. The maximum trsmking
error Zem = O.OSrad = 1.7°.
Simulation was also done with —25% param eter uncertainty. In this case also
smooth depth control was accomplished. The maximum flap deflection required was
a bit higher in this case{0m = Irad = 57.5°). The maximum tracking error Zem =
0.04rad = 2.3°. The pitch response took about 10 seconds to settle.
3.7

Sum m ary

A mathematical model for the Aeroelastic wing rock problem is presented. For
certain range of the midchord axis length, the system was found to have unstable
zeros, which poses a m ajor problem in exact asymptotic tracking. Thus a new norm al
form representation fo the system and a modified output were derived in this chapter.
Based on this new representation, a nonlinear inverse control law was designed for
pitch angle regulation.
Extensive simulation of the closed-loop system was performed. The results shows
that both pitch as well as the plunge were regulated. The simulation was also done
for different values of flow velocity and the midchord axis distance. The system with
some variation in the parameters was also simulated and the controller was found to
be considerably robust.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation results of the Pitch controller with +25% off-nominal param
eters and with U = 15m /s and a = —0.6
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The same principles were applied for the depth control of a small undersea vehicle
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

CONTROL OF AN UNDERSEA VEHICLE
4.1

In tro d u c tio n

The development of a new generation of unmanned underwater vehicles as well as
underwater vehicle-manipulator systems will be crucial in many applications including
defense, hydrographic survey, deep sea-bed mining, study of aquaculture, inspection,
maintenance, and repair of sub-sea production facilities, etc. In this chapter, the con
trollers using various control system tools are designed. The model that is considered
is only for the dive plane motion, although this approach is applicable to yaw plane
control. The vehicle is assumed to have a uniform forward velocity. The control of
the depth of the vehicle under the influence of the surface waves is the main focus of
this chapter.
It is of interest to design dorsal fin control systems for the precise control of the
depth and the regulation of the pitch angle in the dive plane. The control systems are
designed based on ( 1 ) nonlinear inversion, and (2 ) the sliding mode control technique.
Interestingly, the transfer function which relates the input variable(force produced by
dorsal fins) and the output variable(depth of the vehicle) is non-minimum phase, since
it has an unstable zero. For the design of control systems based on inversion theory
for exact asymptotic tracking, the zero dynamics must be stable.
To overcome th e obstruction created by unstable zero dynamics, a new output
variable for control is derived using the linearized model of the vehicle and a new state
variable representation of the vehicle is obtained for the design of control systems as

44
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discussed in Chapter 2. For asymptotic trajectory control, an inverse control law is
obtained. It is shown that for the closed loop system, state trajectory is uniformly
bounded and the tracking error is ultimately confined to a small set, inspite of the
presence of waves. Larger feedback gains may be chosen to reduce the steady state
tracking error. Although, the inverse controller accomplishes precise control when
the surface waves are absent, small oscillations are observed when periodic waves are
acting on the vehicle. In order to attenuate these oscillations, a servo-compensator is
designed based on the internal model principle.
For the depth trajectory control, sliding mode control law is also designed for
the continuous cambering of the dorsal fins in the presence of seawaves. The sliding
mode control law is nonlinear and discontinuous in the state space and has an excellent
insensitivity property with respect to disturbance and parameter variations.
4.2

M athem atical M odel

The Mathematical model of undersea vehicles under the influence of the waves is
given in the literature. This section gives the

nonlinear

model and the state variable

representation of the longitudinal equations of motions describing the dive plane
motion of the undersea vehicle under consideration.
The coupled nonlinear equations of the vehicle dynamics [28] are given as follows.
Since only longitudinal motion is considered with a constant surge velocity, the heave
motion and the pitch motion are of more importance.
H eave and P itc h m otion equation
m[ti; — uq — xg Q —zg^ ] =
^

P

+ ZqUq] + ^L^ZyjUW + ZsS

f^nos€

--C f, /
b{x){w - xq)\w - xq\dx + fd
6
Jxtaü

Iyq —m[xG{vj —'^ ) —ZGVjq\ = ^L^Mqq->r^L\Md,rb-{-Mwi‘^q\->r~L^[Muu)UW->rU^MsS\
ù
L
6
(4.1)
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n
r^noêc
--C o /
xb{x){w — xq)\w - xq\dx — x q b ^
2
Jxtail

cosû

— zg b ^ sin0 +

where 9 = q. Here 9 is the pitch angle, w is the heave velocity (along body axis
z&),

xgb

=

x q - x b , zgb

=

zg

— z b , 5 is the camber of the dorsal fins,

and fd are

the force and moment acting on the vehicle caused by the surface wave and i / is the
fluid velocity. The forward speed is assumed to be held steady(u = 17) by a control
mechanism- The dorsal fins produce only a normal force {zgS) proportional to the
camber S of the fins and can be continuously varied for the purpose of control.
The state variable representation is useful in the design of the controller which is
presented in this section. The input for the system is the actuation command S. The
depth of the vehicle is given by
z — i f —u s in 9 -Fwcos9
The system equations (4.1) can be written in a state variable form as [36]
z \
w
Q
9 )

’ —U sia9 + wc o s 9 Zf
022W+ 023? + ci2d{xGB COS9 + zgb siu^) + 05 (lU, ?) + d\
Ü32W + U33g + as4(zGB COS9 + Zgb sin 9) + oeiw, q) + d^
. 9

• 0 ■
+

bz
0
(4.2)

or
X

where z = {z,w ,q,9)^ €

= /( z ) +

buc

+ Dd

is the state vector(T denotes transposition), Uc =

(4.3)
is

the control input, z/ is the velocity of the fluid, disturbance d = [z/, ^ 1,^ 2]^, and
input vector b =

[0 , 62, 63, 0]^ .

Various functions Oij, Ofc, bi and di are easily obtained

by comparing (4.1) and (4.2).
The matrices f(x), D and b are obtained by comparing equations (4.2) and (4.3).
For the system (4.3), we are interested in designing a dorsal fin control system for the
depth control and the pitch angle regulation.
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4.3 R edefin ing O utput
In the previous section, the mathematical model of the dive plane motion of the
undersea vehicle under consideration was given. A nonlinear control technique, which
takes into account the nonlinearities during the design stage itself is of more interest.
But the system under consideration is non-m inim um phase with one of the zeros in
the right half plane. Thus a technique as described in Section 2.3, wherein the output
variable is modified so as to make the modified transfer function, minimum phase.
The Jacobian linearization of the system given in (4.1) (with d ^ 0) about the
equilibrium state (z*,u;*,g*,0*) = 0, gives
X = A x + bUc + Dd
where A G

(4.4)

and is given by

0 1 0
0 0,22

Û23

0

032

d33

0

0

1

-u
0-2\ZgB
0.z\Z g B
0

Since depth variable z is of interest, consider an output associated with the system
(4.4),
z = Cx

(4.5)

where C = [1,0,0,0].
Taking the laplace transform of (4.4), one obtains the transfer function relating z
and Uc given by
m

Uc[s)

= H (.) =

dp(s)

+

(4.6)

dp(s) = s'* + mzs^ + m 2 S^ + ruis
where s denotes the laplace variable or a differential operator, Z and Uc are the laplace
transforms of z and Uc- For the vehicle under study, ^i, ^2 > 0are the two real zeros
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of the transfer function H{s), and dp(s) is a fourth order polynomial of variable s
having coefficients
Now in order to obtain tracking with internal stability in the closed-loop system,
an approximate transfer function is considered as shown in Chapter 2 which possesses
only stable zeros. The approximate transfer function is chosen as
(1 - ^ ) d p i s )

’

d,(s)

^

)

In the new transfer function stable zero and all the poles have been retained and it
is a minimum phase transfer function.
Now a state space representation of system (4.3) is obtained. In view of the transfer
functions (4.6) and (4.7), it follows th at there exists a row vector C € Si* such that
|47|.
f fM

=

+

dp(s)

(4.8)

where A and b are as defined in (4.4).
The row vector C can be obtained using the result given by Lemma 3.1 which is
given by

C = [0 ,0 ,

—fjLikp, —fiifj.2kp]L~^

(4.9)

The system (4.4) is controllable, therefore Lc is nonsingular and there exists a unique
solution of (4.4) given by (4.9).
In the next section, normal form representation of the system is obtained. This
is .similar to th a t given in Section 2.4. But here, the disturbance is also taken into
consideration for the representation.
4.4

N orm al Form R ep resen tation

It is interesting to obtain a normal form representation of the nonlinear system
which is useful for stability analysis and the design of an inverse control system. Lie
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derivatives of a function a { x ) with respect to the vector field f { x ) are defined as in
(2.18).
Define
LoL% a)(x)

=

(4.10)

Consider nonlinear functions
01 = C x = Za

(4.11)

02 = L f { C x ) { x )
03 = L ) { C x ) { x )

The nonlinear function /(z ) is defined as

(4.12)

/(z ) = Ær + g{x)
where g(x) are of order 0 { x ) ^ . In view of (4.12), one has
02 —C A x + L g ( C x )
03 = C A ^ x + C A g { x ) + L f L g { C x )

(4.13)

where £,(<7x) and L f L g ( C x ) are of order 0 ( x ) ^ .
The differential d* of $ evaluated at z = 0 gives,
C

d$(0) =

(4.14)

CA

a^TO)
a*

CA^

The 3 x 4 matrix d$(0) has rank 3 in view of (3.18). This implies that 0i (i= l,2,3)
are independent functions in the neighborhood of x = 0. According to (3.18), the
vectors C and Ô A are orthogonal to b. Therefore, there exists a row-vector Cq such
that Cob = 0 and C, CA, C A ? and Co are independent(the computation of Cq is not
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necessary for controller synthesis). Let

r^i 1
^2

V.

.

t}{ x

)

= Coz.Define new coordinates, (x, 77), by

' 0i(:r) 02(X)
= $ (z )
03(r)
.

v(x)

(4.15)

.

The Jacobian matrix d ^ (x ) evaluated at x = 0 is given by
C
CA
CA^
Co

d $(0) =

(4.16)

Since rank of d$(x) at x = 0 is 4, the transformation $ : x -> [01 ,0 2 , 0 3 , 17]^ is a local
diffeomorphism in the neighborhood x = 0.
A representation of the nonlinear system is now obtained in the normal form in
(Ç, r/) coordinates [6]. Differentiating

gives

= Lf{C x){x) + C D d
& = L j(C x)(x) + [ULf{Cx){x)]uc + [LDLf{Cx){x)]d

(4.17)

= 6 + [LbLf{Cx)(x)]uc + [LDLf{Cx)(x)]d
& = L f(C x )(x ) + [L{,Lj(Cx)(x)]uc + [LDL}(Cx)(x)(x)]d
17 =

Using

X

= $"*(^, 17), Ç = [^1,^ 2 , 6 F > one writes (4.17) in the matrix notation as

MO
&
&

VV

where $

Lf(Cox)(x) + CoDd

r

^2

■

1
+

9o(^, 9 )

}
77)

01
■
02(^, 9)

0s(^, ri)
.
04 .

■

0

0u(^,9)

d+
.

0
0

Ur

(4.18)

is substituted for x, 0 i = C D , 04 = CqD, 0 = [0i, 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 ]^a* = L}(C x)(x)
6* =

U L j(C x )(x )
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qo = CqA x + Co^(x)

0

[ A , L o L f M i x ) , LDL]{4>i){x),-(l>4f

=

Since C Ab = 0, the function 0« is given by
0u = L b L f { C x ) { x )

(4.20)

OX

3(.Cg).

= - d T '‘
It can be noted th at 0uUc is of order 0 (Ç,t/,U c)2.
q, Uc and d, functions 0 d and 0uUc can be neglected to

For small values of

obtain an approximate representation of the nonlinear system as
MM
&
&
\

r

9)

^2
^3
%((,

The approximate system (4.21) with output

(4.21)

ri)

has relative degree 3, but the relative

degree of the true system (4.18) is not well defined at x = 0, since 0u(O) = 0 but 0^(x)
is not zero in the neighborhood of x = 0. Using this norm al form representation, the
inverse control law for the undersea vehicle under consideration is presented.
4.5

Inverse C ontrol Law

It is of interest to derive an inverse control law for th e system (4.18) which requires
the inverse of the function 0„. Such an inverse control law for the control of Za =
will require infinitely large control magnitude as x tends to zero. To overcome this
difficulty, we shall derive an inverse control law based on the approximate nonlinear
system (4.^1).
It can be verified that
6 -

=

CA^b + [ ^ { C A g + Lf{Cg{x)))]b
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At z = 0, 6* = CA% 7^ 0, therefore, in the neighborhood of the origin b*{^,q) is
nonzero and its inverse exists.
In view of (4.21), an inverse control law Uc =

is obtained which is of the form

[6, 39]
^Cinv —

+

—2r)—p 2 (^ 2 -^ )—P l ( ^ l —- r ) —Po^^a]

(4.22)

where Pi > 0 and
i j = Cl - Zr

(4.23)

The integral feedback is introduced here in order to obtain robustness in the control
system. Define for i = 1,2,3,
(4.24)
Substituting the control law (4.22) in (4.21), the third row of (4.21) gives
Is + P3 & + P2I2 + P il +

Pqx,

= 0

(4.25)

Noting from (4.24) that I 2 = l i , & = l i , differentiating (4.25) once, gives
I F ’ + Pall"’ + P2I P + P i l F + Poll = 0
where |F^ =

(4.26)

The characteristic polynomial II(s) associated with (4.26) is given

by
TL{s) =

{3*

+ pzs^ + P2 +

+Pi spo)

(4.27)

The coefficients pi ofII are chosen such that it is a Hurwitz polynomial, th at is, the
roots of n(s) = 0 have negative real parts.
For a choice of Hurwitz polynomial II(s), it follows th a t the system (4.26) is
exponentially stable and | i = {za — Zr) tends towards zero exponentially and the
output asymptotically tracks the reference trajectory z^. Furthermore, for 2V chosen
for a set point control such th at

-> z^, a constant and the derivatives of Zr{t) tend
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to zero, {za{t), Za{t)) — (z*,0) as t —>■GO and from steady state condition it follows
that
Z{t) =

{Za{t) -

— ia (0 )

Zc{t) - ) •

Pi

Thus when d=0, for the approximate system (4.21), the inverse control law accom
plishes control of depth to a desired value and follows the reference path Zr{t) accu
rately.
Since the transfer function (4.7) is m inim um phase, it follows that the equilibrium
point ry = 0 of the system
9

= 90 ( 0 , 77)

(4-28)

is exponentially stable. This implies that the trajectory of
9 = 9o(^,9)

(4-29)

remains bounded as ^ evolves ina small neighborhood of the origin. Thus the inverse
control accomplishes tracking with local internal stability in the closed-loop system.
For the actual system (4.18) with the control law (4.26), gives
M .
0
where

d)

(4.30)

d) = 02(1 + Zr, q)d + 0 u (| + Zr, q)Uc

(4-31)

0

, (

M

l

\ qoii-^ Zr,n) J

9 , Uc,

V

04d

Zr = [Zr,Zr,4F, Zr = [2F,zF^F,
02,(1 + Zr, 9 ,

Uc,

Ac =

0
0
-P i
1

0c =

1
0
—P2
0

0
1
—P3

0

0 ■
0
-Po
0

ipid
02
03d
0

,
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It is interesting to examine the tracking ability of the controller (4.22) when it
is synthesized for the original system (4.3). It is reasonable to expect that in the
presence of small disturbance, the inverse control system will have accurate trajectory
following capability as long as the state trajectory remains in a small neighborhood
of the origin. Indeed, the following result can be stated relating the system (4.3).
T h eo re m 4.1 : Consider the closed-loop system (4-30) which represents the system
(4-3) including the inverse control law (4-3.2). Suppose that the reference trajectory Zr
and its derivatives are sufficiently small, then the closed-loop system has the following
properties,
P I : There exists a neighborhood

of x = 0 such that the trajectory beginning in

Ue are hounded.
P 2 : For Zr{t) = 0, and d{t) = 0, the equilibrium point (^, x ,, q) = 0 is exponentially
stable.

Proof of P i is not given here, since it can be proved following the steps in Theorem
2.1. For proving property P 2 , it can be noted th at for d{t) = 0 and Zr = 0, the
function 0c iu (4.30) simplifies to 0c = [0,0u(Ç, q)uc, 0,0]^, and one has Uc = Uc(^, o)The function 0c(Ç,

v) is of order 0{^, q)^. One notes that the linearized system

about the origin obtained from (4.30) is exponentially stable since Ac is a stable matrix
and that the zero dynamics is exponentially stable since the transfer function Ha is
minimum phase. Then exponential stability of {^,Xg,q) = 0 follows easily since the

perturbation functions 0c and cqç are of order 0{^,q)^ [46].
Theorem 4.1 only provides a sufficient condition for the boundedness of trajectory.
In fact, simulation results which will be presented later, show that for large maneuvers
in the presence of param eter uncertainty, the tracking error (zg — Zr) tends to zero
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due to the integral error feedback in the inverse control law and bounded tracking
error is obtained when the disturbance inputs are time-varying. The property (P2)
implies that the inverse controller accomplishes regulation of the trajectory to the
origin exponentially when d = 0 and Zr = 0.
4.6

Servo com p en sation for atten u a tio n o f w ave effect

As shown in the previous subsection, bounded tracking error is obtained when d is
not zero. Assuming that wave induced forces are periodic, it is possible to minimize
the effect of waves. For this purpose, the internal model principle is useful. The
output considered here is the modified output given in Section 4.3. For simplicity in
presentation, compensation only for sinusoidal disturbance of single frequency shall be
considered. This approach can be extended by designing servo-compensators of higher
order to include the modes of each disturbance component, when the disturbance
input consists of sinusoidal functions of different frequencies.
Suppose the wave frequency is uq and the elements of d[t) are a sinusoidal functions
of frequency ujq. The amplitudes and phase angles oidi{t) are assumed to be unknown.
Then a servo compensator of the form
Xcl — Xc2
Xc2

= —W g X c l

+

(C l

— Zr)

(4.34)

for minimising the effect of disturbance caused by the waves is introduced. Note that
the input to the servocompensator is the tracking error (^i —Zr). The system (4.34)
can be written in a m atrix form as
(4.35)
where
Ai =

■0
1

0
0

0

0 ■

0

0

,

A2

0
=
_

—UIq

1 ■
0
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The control input is now selected as
q)v

“c =

(4.36)

where u is an auxiliary control signal and Uinv is the inverse control law derived in
(4.22). For d = 0, the linearized system obtained from (4.30) with control law (4.36)
including the servocompensator (4.35), can be expressed in a compact form as

( i:)=

Ac 0
A \ A2

= AidJ, X^)^ + baV
where be = [1,0,0,0]^. The auxiliary signal v is chosen of the form
V

where

= FiÇg + F2 {Xc1 ,Xc2 )^ = Fa^a

(4.38)

and Fa = (F i, F 2 ). The feedback gain matrices F axe obtained

using linear optimal control theory or pole placement techniques. Here optimal control
technique has been used. For obtaining the linear feedback law (4.38), a performance
index of the form

J = f i^lQa^a + raV^)dt
Jo

is chosen for m in im iza tio n where Qo is a positive definite symmetric matrix and
To > 0 are weighting parameters. The optimal control is obtained by solving the
Riccati equation
A l S + KaAa - Sbar:^blS + Qo = 0

(4.39)

for S and the feedback m atrix F* is given by [47],
Fa = - r : ^ b l S

(4.40)

The optimal control law (4.38) is such that the matrix (Ao+6oF%)is stable. Based on
results of [43], it follows th at in the linearized system, for any sinusoidaldisturbance
of frequency a;o, | i = Zo —Zr

0, as t ->• 0 0 .
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Although, for nonlinear system, the convergence of tracking error is difficult to
prove, simulation results show that good asymptotic tracking is accomplished using
the control law (4.36). Note that v should be small so that tracking performance of
the inverse controller is not affected considerably by the auxiliary control signal v.
The control signal v is only for attenuating the effect of waves.
Since exact asymptotic tracking control of depth of a non-minimum phase sys
tem cannot be accomplished, a new normal form representation of the system and
a modified output were derived. Based on this new representation, a nonlinear in
verse control law was designed for depth control and pitch angle regulation. In the
closed-loop system, the trajectories were shown to be bounded and the origin of the
disturbance free system with zero command input was proved to be exponentially
stable. A servocompensator was designed for the rejection of sinusoidal disturbance
inputs caused by waves.
A Lyapunov-based feedback design technique is presented in the next section
which is more effective in the presence of model uncertainties and the disturbance.
4.7

Sliding M ode C ontrol

In the previous section, linear control technique was introduced for the tracking
problem. It was found that the inverse controller along with the servocompensator
was effective in attenuating the sinusoidal wave-effect as well as, less susceptible to
param eter variation. However, it is essential to know the frequency of the wave
for design. It is interesting to design control system which is insensitive to large
param eter uncertainty and time-varying disturbance input and not necessarily only
for sinusoidal disturbance inputs.
Many feedback control techniques axe based on the idea of designing the feedback
control in such a way that a Lyapunov function, or more specifically the derivative of a
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Lyapunov function, has certain properties that guarantee boundedness of trajectories
and convergence to an equilibrium point or an equilibrium set. In this section, a
Lyapunov-based design approach, namely Sliding mode control is introduced. In
sliding mode control, trajectories are forced to reach a sliding manifold in finite time,
and stay on the manifold for all future time. This method allows the model to be
more imprecise and permits attenuation of disturbance caused by arbitrary waves.
A control law using the sliding mode control concept is derived for the depth
control of the undersea vehicles, which is later simulated.
4.7.1

Derivation of control law

In this subsection, a dorsal fin control system is designed for depth control as
suming that there is no disturbance. As is the case with any of the Lyapunov-based
design, sliding mode controller requires that the system be non-minimum phase for
achieving perfect tracking [37]. Thus as described in Sec. 4.3, a new output variable is
constructed and the controller is designed for that output variable. Later it is shown
that there is a bounded error in the presence of the waves. The reference trajectory
that is considered is the same as that used for the previous two techniques which is
given by a fourth order command generator of the form

(4.41)
where Ac > 0.
The normal form representation for the system under consideration with d = 0,
which is derived in Section 4.4, is given by

M M
&
&

r

Ù
^3
a’ (Ç>9) + &*(Ç,9K
9o(Ç, 9)
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where the new coordinates (Ç,9 ), the functions

a* and 6* are as defined in Sec.

4.4.
In view of (4.42), a sliding mode control law Uc =

is obtained which is of

the form

= (6 '((,9 )) ^ [-a * (F 9 ) + zF’ + u]

(4.43)

where p, > 0 and v is given by the sliding surface. Define for i = 1 , 2 ,3,
(4.44)
Substituting the control law (4.43) in (4.42), the third row of (4.42) gives

I3 = u

(4.45)

The sliding surface S = 0 is defined as

S = is -F A2I 2 + Aill + Ao / iid r

(4.46)

5 = I l + A2I 1 + Aili + Ao ^ lidT

(4.47)

JQ

which can be written as

The parameters Xi are chosen such that the polynomial II(s) = s^+A 2S^ +Ais+Aq
is hurwitz.
Using (4.47) and (4.45),
S = A2I + A ll + AqI + V

(4.48)

V = —A2I 1 — A ili —Aoli —k iS — k 2Sga{S)

(4.49)

V is givqn by [37, 45]

where ki and &2 are chosen appropriately to get a lesser bounded error.
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One approach to eliminate chattering is to use a continuous approximation of
the discontinuous sliding mode controller. By using continuous approximation, the
theoretical difficulties associated with discontinuous controllers are avoided. Instead
of using the signum nonlinearity, its saturation function approximation is used.
Thus after smoothening, v is given by

V = —A2I 1 —A ili —Xoii — k iS —A:2sat(5/e)

(4.50)

where the saturation function is defined by

and e is a positive constant. The slope of the linear portion of sat(5/e) is 1/e. A
good approximation requires the use of small e. In the limit, as c —> 0, the saturation
nonlinearity sat(5/e) approaches the signum nonlinearity sgn(5).

When e is too

small, the high-gain feedback in the linear portion of the saturation function may
excite unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. Therefore, the choice of e is a tradeoff
between accuracy on one hand and robustness to unmodeled high-frequency dynamics
on the other hand.
Thus the shding mode control law is given by
“ c .a d e

=

{b*{^,q))~^[-a*{^,T])+zl.^^—X2{^3—Zr)—\ i { ^ 2 —Zr)—X o { ^ i- Z r ) —k i S - k 2 s a t { S / e ) ]

(4.52)
For a choice of the polynomial II(s) be Hurwitz, | i = (zg — Zr) tends towards
zero exponentially and the output asymptotically tracks the reference trajectory z^.
Furthermore, for z^ chosen for a set point control such that Zp

z*, a constant and

the derivatives of Zp(t) tend to zero, (zo(t), Za{t)) -4- (z", 0) as t ^ 0 0 and from (3.23)
it follows that
z(t)

= (Za(t)

Za(t))

—>

Za(t)

- 4 Z*

Ml
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Thus when d=0, for the approximate system (4.42), the sliding control law accom
plishes control of depth to a desired value and follows the reference path Zr{t) accu
rately.
In the next subsection, the effect of the disturbance in this control system is
explored.
4.7.2

Effect of Disturbance

In this subsection, it is shown that the error is bounded in the presence of sinu
soidal disturbance for the linearized model. Consider the model,
X = Ax + fru + Duj
y = Cx

(4.53)

where w is the disturbance. For the linear model.
C x - yr
Ç — C A x ÿp
_ C A ^x - ÿp

(4.54)

Differentiating (4.54) and using (4.53), it can be shown that
l i = I 2 + <7D uj

I 2 = I 3 + C ADuj

(4.55)

4 = CA^x - yF’ + CA^fm + CA^Duj
Thus,
u = {C A ^b)-^[-C A ^x + yF’ + u]

(4.56)

The sliding surface that has been considered for the control law is of the form
S = is + A2I 2 +
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= Iz —CADuj + Agdi —CDuj) + Aili
— i l —C D ù —C ADui + Aodi —C D u) + A^F
=

(4.5T)

+ A2I 1 + Ai|i) —C A D u —C D û —X2 C D u

It can be noted that for simplicity, the integral term in S has been ignored here.
Define g = {C A D u + C D u + XsCDu). Consider now

=

+ C A? D u + A2 (|3 + C A D u) + A^ (|2 + C A D u)

(4.58)

= S[v + A2I 3 + A1I 2] + SC[A“
^D + X2 A D + A^Djw
Choose,

V = —A2I 3 —A1I 2 —ksgn(5)

(4.59)

k is given by
k — kmax + M
and
kmax > \{CA^D + X2C A D + XiCD)\\u\

(4.60)

1<S|— [5| < —ksgn{S).S + \S\kmax

(4.61)

Furthermore,

Therefore,
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This implies that |S| -4 0 in finite time. During the sliding phase when 5 = 0,
for a sinusoidal disturbance of frequency

uiq,

one has

| i + AgF 4 Aili = 5 4 g{t)
= Asin(ujQt

4

0)

After a finite time t,, where g(t) — A sin(wo(

4

0)

and A and à are arbitrary

constants. The steady state value is given by,
l i „

where H[s) = l/[s^

4

= \Hijuo)\Asin{ujQt

4

0 4

LH{juo))

Ags 4 Ai]

Amplitude of | i = A\H{juQ)\.

Thus the amplitude of the tracking error which is proportional to |7f| -4 0 as
Ai,A2 -4 GO. Though there is a finite tracking error, it is bounded and can be
decreased by increasing Ai and A2.
Using the modified output derived, a shding mode controUer was developed for
the depth control of the undersea vehicle under consideration.
4.8

Sum m ary

In this chapter, the theory formulated in the Chapter 2 were apphed to a smaU
undersea vehicle, whose dive plane motion is non-minimum phase. A m athematical
model for the longitudinal equations of motion is presented. For an effective trajectory
tracking, the controller design was done using the inversion principle and shding mode
controUer principle. Both required the system to be minimum phase. Thus a modified
output was constructed, for which the controUer were designed.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

C o n clu sio n

Non-minimum phase systems pose a major bottleneck for the trajectory track
ing problems. The focus of this thesis is to obtain an approximate minimum phase
system corresponding to a class of non-minimum phase systems. This was done
using the output-redefinition m ethod. Further using the modified output, the feed
back linearization principle for th e exact trajectory tracking of a nonlinear system
is presented. Later these theory were applied for two practical systems, which were
non-minimum phase having unstable zeros.
Flutter, which is an oscillatory aeroelastic instability caused by unsteady aero
dynamic loads, is a common occurrence for the aircraft wings. The first controller
was designed for the control of th e pitch angle and the regulation of the plunge dis
placement for an Aeroelastic system. For certain range of the midchord distance
from the elastic axis, the model was found to exhibit unstable zero dynamics. Thus
a modified output was constructed so as to obtain an approximate minimum phase
system. For this system, the feedback linearization technique was applied to design a
control law. Extensive simulation of the closed-loop system showed that the inverse
controller accomplished accurate depth trajectory tracking even in the presence of
parameter uncertainty. Simulation results were also shown for different values of the
freestream velocity and the midchord distances. The transient tracking error can be
attributed to the unmatched initial conditions of the reference trajectory generator.

64
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The matched initial conditions required a large flap deflection. For this work, the
reference trajectory was fixed based on the modified output, which is not the same as
the original output in the transient part. Generation of a reference trajectory for the
modified output based on a specified trajectory for the original output will possibly
improve the transient tracking error.
Maneuvering of a small undersea vehicle in the presence of free surface wave was
considered in the later part of the thesis. To achieve a nearly perfect tracking in the
dive plane, the inverse control law was derived for the nonhnear model. Since exact
asymptotic tracking control of depth of a non-minimum phase system cannot be ac
complished, a new normal form representation of the system and a modified output
were derived. Based on this new representation, a nonlinear inverse control law was
designed for depth control and pitch angle regulation. In the closed-loop system, the
trajectories were shown to be bounded and the origin of the disturbance free system
with zero command input was proved to be exponentiéflly stable. A servocompensator was designed for the rejection of sinusoidal disturbance inputs caused by waves.
Since the servocompensator is not essential for control, it can be turned off in the
disturbance free environment. Finally, sliding mode controller was also designed for
the nonlinear model. The new representation with the modified output giving a min
imum phase system was used for the derivation of the control law. This technique is
more effective in the presence of the parameter uncertainty and the disturbance input
compared to the controllers designed using the servomechanism theory and nonlinear
inversion.
5.2

F uture R ecom m endations

Although, the controller design accomplishes trajectory control, the transient per
formance is very much dependent on the location of unstable zeros and the nonlinear
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ity in the system. Research is needed to obtain a qualitative assessment of tracking
performance of the designed controller based on the modified output, ft seems that
as the nonlinearity gets stronger, tracking error increases. Furthermore, even for the
linearized system, the effect of location of unstable zeros on transient performance
needs to be examined. Trajectory planning is also essential to decrease the transient
tracking error.
The plunge displacement control for the aeroelastic system with unstable zero
dynamics needs to be done. Control of the undersea vehicle with both caudal and
dorsal fin remains to be done. Also yaw plane control is yet to be explored. Design
of complex maneuvering abüity for this vehicles will also be of great importance.
Control using only measured variables is of considerable interest.
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